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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
▪

Over the first quarter of 2021, Signature High Income Fund, Sies F (the Fund) returned 4.4% compared with its blended
benchmark (40% ICE BofAML US High Yield Total Return Index, 20% MSCI World Core Infrastructure Total Return Index, 20%
MSCI World Real Estate Total Return Index and 20% S&P/TSX Composite High Dividend Total Return Index), which was up 4.3%,
and general benchmark, the FTSE Canada Universe Bond Total Return Index, which was -5.0% over the same period.

▪

The Fund outperformed its benchmark primarily as a result of asset allocation. Security selection within the Fund’s credit
component contributed to performance, as did selection with energy infrastructure and financials equities.

CONTRIBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE
Cheniere Energy Inc. contributed to the Fund’s performance as its shares performed well given an improvement in global liquified
natural gas markets and solid 2020 results. The company also benefited from a clarified capital allocation framework for growth, debt
reduction and shareholder returns for the coming years. The Fund’s large position in Brookfield Asset Management Inc. contributed
to performance as it benefited from changes in interest rate levels. The company reported solid fourth-quarter results and announced
a dividend increase.

DETRACTORS FROM PERFORMANCE
ESR Cayman Ltd. is an Asia-Pacific focused logistics real estate platform. While its stock price is up over 50% since its initial public
offering (IPO) in October 2019, its shares pulled back 8.5% during the period despite strong quarterly earnings. With COVID-19 vaccines
rolling out, investors shifted their attention to other areas of the real estate market that might benefit from the economic re-opening,
such as office, hotels and retail. We continue to see strong fundamentals in the industrial and logistics real estate segments, driven by
e-commerce and supply chain reconfiguring, and fully expect ESR Cayman to continue to deliver solid results. Despite the
announcement of good fourth-quarter results and Australia’s impressive traffic recovery from the pandemic, Transurban Group’s
shares lagged. This was a result of the broader rotation away from interest rate-sensitive sectors, such as toll roads, as Australian
interest rates rose, and more cyclical sectors attracting fund flows.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY
We added a new second lien bond position in Cineplex Inc., 7.5% Jul. 26, 2026 to the Fund. Despite operating in a pandemic-affected
industry, we believe Cineplex has the financial flexibility to weather this crisis and the inclination to reduce its debt when cash flows
return to normal. We participated in the IPO of Vantage Towers AG, the tower network assets of Vodafone Group Plc, a leading
European mobile phone provider. Vantage Towers came at an attractive valuation given its high-quality network, the opportunity from
growth in data consumption, and future network improvements by many of Europe’s largest telecommunication services companies.
We eliminated the Fund’s BB-rated bond position in Seven Generations Energy Ltd. as they were called as a result of its acquisition by
ARC Resources Ltd. Though we are long-term believers in the sector, Brookfield Renewable Partners L.P. was sold and other renewable
producers were trimmed as valuations rose above fundamentals, even under our best-case scenarios.

MARKET OVERVIEW
Government bond yields are likely to continue to climb higher as economies re-open, central banks globally maintain low interest
rates, fiscal stimulus continues and inflation expectations rise. We believe that economic growth should return to trend levels in 2022
and cyclical inflationary pressures should moderate. This broadly favours equities over bonds, credit risk over risk-free rates, and short
duration (sensitivity to interest rates), and the Fund is positioned as such. Additionally, the new interest rate regime seems to have
taken some steam out of growth- and momentum-oriented securities over value- and income-investing approaches, which should be
a positive for the Fund.

Source: CI Global Asset Management
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus
before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except
for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including changes in security value and reinvestment of all dividends/distributions and
do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced
returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or investment advice, or
construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained in
this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document. All
charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals
should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior
to implementing any changes to their investment strategies.
The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the Mutual Fund’s historical performance as compared with the historical performance of widely
quoted market indexes or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indexes. There are various important differences that may exist between the
Mutual Fund and the stated indexes that may affect the performance of each. The objectives and strategies of the Mutual Fund result in holdings that
do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their weights within the comparable indexes. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include
any sales charges or fees. It is not possible to invest directly in market indexes.
Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI Global Asset
Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this
document.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in nature, depend
upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,”
or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks
and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future
performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Global Asset
Management. and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Global Asset Management nor the portfolio manager can
assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on
FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise
FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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